MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. DAY

ACROSS

3 _____ - American
4 Belief that one race of people is better than another
8 Trying to make social or political changes
9 To refuse to attend as a means of persuasion
10 Liberty
12 Vision
15 Talk given during a religious service
17 Bravery
19 Intolerance of any group or belief that is not one's own
20 Formal expression of choice in an election

DOWN

1 First month of the year
2 Process of voting
5 Statue to honor a dead person
6 Prejudice
7 Day holiday is observed each year
11 Walk with steady regular steps
13 President who signed holiday into law
14 State of being equal
16 Name designating a member of the clergy
18 Anything contributed by anyone not living
19 Large motor vehicle with many seats